**Huskies Surprise Maine With Power in Dashes To Win 67-50 Decision**

Smith Sets Record In Winning 1000 Yard Run

LEGEND WINS

Miles Scores 18 Points For Northeasterns in Triumph

By W. W. Winslow

Northeastern University hand- ed its second Manufacturers'測試, 3-2 last Saturday when their aggregates thumped back the Pole in weight at 3-2. The Huskies had plenty of men who could crack the races, and a place behind their masters, and they were an equal match for the best of the opponents who were breathing ways by scoring the old record 3-2, and Smidt very nearly had the win. He gave a very good account of himself in the basement of the Maine track.

How Two Happy Men Look

No Expense Spared In Creating Successful Masque Production

By Professor Sprague

Three Huskies have been compared to students' opinion on the show which, if done right, they knew, was bound to click.

Hauk Names Hovey Awards

Scholarship Winners Announced by Lindall and Blackwell

Black Haddock, Harry Affairs, and Willy Lido have been named as the 1949 Winners of the Hauk Memorial Scholarship Prizes.

How Much Does It Cost To Be A Student? A Discussion of College Expenses

By Professor Sprague

A question of how much it costs to be a student is one that is often discussed among students. The answer to this question varies depending on the type of institution and individual circumstances.

Carl Anderson, Nobel Winner, To Discuss Cosmic Rays In Lecture Here Monday Eve.

Dr. Anderson, Nobel Winner, to Discuss Cosmic Rays In Lecture Here Monday Eve.

On Monday evening, Dr. Anderson will give a lecture on the subject of Cosmic Rays. The lecture will be held in the Great Hall and will be open to the public.

Carl Sandburg To Read Poems

Contributors to Bring Fantastic Foot Harvest to On March 3

By Albert Tenner

Carl Sandburg, American poet, will bring a program of poems to the campus on March 3. The program will include readings from his latest book, "Ragtime." The poems will be performed by various contributors, including the student body and local people.

No Expense Spared In Creating Successful Masque Production

By Professor Sprague

The show played to a packed house, and the audience was absolutely thrilled. The music by the Freshman Swing Band was especially good as 'King Priam' and 'The Masque of the Red Death' were performed.
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CORRESPONDENCE

Looney Ludlow

One very good reason why the United States is not prepared for complete democracy has been compassed by the recent events in Germany. The first of these events is the passing of the Ludlow amendment, which is a proposal to amend the Constitution. This amendment, if passed, would have the effect of limiting the right of the people of the United States to meet together and to petition for redress of grievances. The second event is the departure of President Roosevelt, who has been a leader in the movement for democracy in this country. The third event is the election of Mr. Hoover, who is known to be a conservative. These events show that the United States is not yet ready for complete democracy.

CAMPUS CHATTER

By Minzy

With concomitant backing their ideas with sound reasoning and a solid foundation of facts, Miss Minzy has succeeded in impressing upon the minds of the students the importance of thorough education. The primary purpose of education, in her opinion, is the development of character and the preparation of the individual for life. She is of the opinion that the educational system of the country is inadequate and that it must be reformed in order to meet the needs of the times.

By Mrs. Olive

Mrs. Olive has been here for the past five years and has been very active in the civic affairs of the city. She is a member of several clubs and is very interested in the welfare of the community. She has been very active in the work of the American Red Cross and has been appointed to the position of superintendent of nurses. She is a member of the board of directors of the city hospital and is very interested in the work of the hospital.

By Mr. Mervyn

Mr. Mervyn has been here for the past ten years and has been very active in the work of the university. He is a member of several clubs and is very interested in the welfare of the students. He has been very active in the work of the alumni association and is very interested in the work of the university.

By Mr. Oscar

Mr. Oscar has been here for the past five years and has been very active in the work of the university. He is a member of several clubs and is very interested in the welfare of the students. He has been very active in the work of the alumni association and is very interested in the work of the university.

BY THE COLONEL

During the last few months the German government has been planning a new military program. This program, which is known as the "New Order in Europe," is being planned for the purpose of establishing a new world order. The new order is to be based on the principle of "might makes right." The German government is planning to use this new military program to conquer and control the entire world. The United States is not prepared for this new world order and must take action to prevent it.

BY THE BUSINESS MAN

Mr. Businessman has been here for the past ten years and has been very active in the work of the university. He is a member of several clubs and is very interested in the welfare of the students. He has been very active in the work of the alumni association and is very interested in the work of the university.

BY THE STUDENT

Mr. Student has been here for the past five years and has been very active in the work of the university. He is a member of several clubs and is very interested in the welfare of the students. He has been very active in the work of the alumni association and is very interested in the work of the university.
Perry Stars As Phi Mu Delta Trounces Phi Eta Kappa To Win Intramural Court Trophy, 48-33

Yearlings Upset by Thornton; Gilman Sets New Records

Factory in a Meadow

A cozy small Ford plants dot the fields and meadows within fifty miles of Dearborn. We call them the “village industries.” Their windows are bright in the sun, and their wheels turn to the harmonized energy of once lazy streams.

Many of their workers are farmers who lease farm machinery. After harvest and before green-up, these farmer-workers park their cars in neat rows beside the plants. Inside, with the newest, most modern machines, they build Ford parts.

With the money earned, they buy that fertile forty just east of the pasture lot—families go to school—houses grow wings—hills are filled with provender and sheds with backing machinery.

These Ford families have one foot on the land and one in industry.
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Hello, Radio Fans—We hope you won’t forget to listen to this week’s program about campus events and Dave Astor with his sports review. You shouldn’t miss the first performance of ‘‘School for Scandal’’ by Richard B. Sheridan. The play is an adaptation of the "School for Scandal" by Richard Brinsley Sheridan. The performance will be held at the University Theater.

Maine States Delegates To Peace Conference

These Maine students journeyed to Colby College last weekend to attend the annual peace conference of the Maine college chapter of the National Students Christian Movement. The conference addressed the problem of bringing peace action and direction to the whole campus. The keynote speaker was Mr. John F. Kennedy, a prominent advocate of peace.

Debate Match Announced

The Maine-M.I.T. Debate will take place on the campus of the University of Maine at Orono on March 31. The debate will be held on the theme of international relations and will feature guest speakers from both institutions.

Maine-M.I.T. Debate Will Be Broadcast

This year, the Maine State Debate, which will be held on March 31, will be broadcast by the radio station of the University of Maine. The debate will cover various topics related to Maine state politics.

The Amazon

By Emily Reynolds

Basketball is over, with theexcept of the last home game. The schedule was a bit hectic, with contests against three opponents in two days.

The second annual Winter Carnival is coming up, and we hope to see you all there.
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Colin Hall Holds Spring Formal

Colin Hall held a formal on March 21. The champagne was Dr. J. Howard, Prof. L. Murphy, and Prof. M. Sturdevant. The formal was attended by Prof. Paul Morel, who was the toastmaster.

Maine States Delegates To Peace Conference

These Maine students journeyed to Colby College last weekend to attend the annual peace conference of the Maine college chapter of the National Students Christian Movement. The conference addressed the problem of bringing peace action and direction to the whole campus. The keynote speaker was Mr. John F. Kennedy, a prominent advocate of peace.

Debate Match Announced

The Maine-M.I.T. Debate will take place on the campus of the University of Maine at Orono on March 31. The debate will be held on the theme of international relations and will feature guest speakers from both institutions.

Maine-M.I.T. Debate Will Be Broadcast

This year, the Maine State Debate, which will be held on March 31, will be broadcast by the radio station of the University of Maine. The debate will cover various topics related to Maine state politics.